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Local Deals’ Second Act: All About 
Mobile

Summary: Local deals have existed for decades 
in the form of coupons, but they’ve been rein-
vented over the past few years by Groupon and 
its group buying model. That model is shifting 
as the momentum behind deals collides with the 
equally powerful momentum behind mobile. 
The product of the two will be a broader set of 
deal models, which appeal to a broader set of 

users and advertisers alike. Things like immedi-
acy, local relevance and consumer buying intent 
— inherent in mobile use cases — will improve 
distribution and deal performance, rather than 
relying on the deep discounting that has driven 
group buying’s success. This shift to mobile and 
its associated performance will represent local 
deals’ “second act.”

In the tech and media worlds, few areas are exploding 
as much as local deals and mobile. This goes for both 
revenue growth and the attention being separately 

paid to each. But they haven’t yet come together to the 
degree that the can and they will.  

Smartphone penetration and competition for users 
have made mobile an opportune area for many start-ups 
and established media companies alike. The deals space 
meanwhile only needs to look at Groupon’s revenue 
growth — the most rapid of any company in history.

But that success has mostly come in the desktop 
environment, with distribution rooted in email marketing 
and redemption cycles that last weeks. Since Groupon filed 
to go public, many doubts have emerged about the group 
buying model and things like margin compression. 

As deals begin to collide with mobile, their 
union will represent the local deal space’s “second 
act.” During this period, which has already begun, 
many companies will attempt to solve some of the 
challenges seen in deals’ first act. 

For example, location awareness and buying intent 
present the opportunity to improve deal performance 
as a function of relevance rather than deep discounts. 
Mobile’s immediacy also pushes deals that are redeemed 
in minutes or hours, rather than weeks. 

All these factors broaden the potential deal models 
in ways that expand the addressable market by reaching 
incremental users. Mobile can also reach the same target 
audiences of desktop buying, but at incremental touch 
points when they’re away from the home or office. 

In addition, mobile reaches incremental merchants or 
advertisers whose dynamic (and sometimes perishable) 
inventory levels beg for variable traffic levels. This can be 
said for things like happy hours, movie tickets, clearance 
sales or businesses with high levels of fixed costs.

A handful of players in the deal space are already 
building mobile apps such as The Dealmap and 
Groupon itself (Groupon Now). Meanwhile, leaders in 
mobile and local arenas are increasingly adding deals to 
their existing apps. 
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Loopt has partnered to distribute Groupon deal alerts 
to its users, and recently launched its own branded deals 
feature called u-Deals. Longstanding local leader Yelp 
has launched a deal finding feature to its popular apps 
on iPhone and Android platforms (outlined below). 

Foursquare has also started down this road with 
version 3.0 of its app, launched in March. It includes a 
set of deal templates to make it easier for merchants to 
manage. Some of these are decidedly more time sensitive, 
such as “flash” and “swarm” specials.

“We’re in a great position to mine those kinds of 
opportunities,” Foursquare General Manager Evan 
Cohen recently told BIA/Kelsey. “Flash mobs and 
group buying dynamics in a mobile atmosphere are 
behind some of our [v3.0] specials, and certainly we’ll 
be doing more in the future.”

Once again here, Foursquare will attempt to fix what 
was broken during deals’ online phase. In particular, it 
will try to solve the problem of deal hunters who don’t 

return for repeat business — thus negating the intended 
“customer acquisition.”

“There’s a danger of coupons being marginalized if 
it’s overwhelmingly about the 80 percent off, or $100 
spa treatment for $50, and then [the consumer] never 
comes back,” Cohen said. “We want to help merchants 
to get people to come five and 10 and 20 times.”

This is built into some of Foursquare’s new 
Explore features that suggest places and deals based 
on an evolving set of factors such as past behavior 
and social activity. The goal, as mentioned above, is 
to influence behavior through relevance rather than 
deep discounts.

Scvngr likewise contends with the buy-once-never-
come-back challenge with its mobile deals app, LevelUp. 
It rewards users with a progression of steeper discounts 
and prizes for up to three visits. After that, it’s hoped 
that loyalty is solidified for repeat visits at full price.

“From a consumer perspective, I’m getting rewarded 

BIA/Kelsey Deals Forecast: The Low-End Theory
SOURCE: BIA/KELSEY (2011)
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with better deals as I come back,” 
Scvngr Merchant Liaison Christina 
Dorobek told BIA/Kelsey. “From 
a merchant perspective, I’m not 
getting those deal hunters that 
never come back. We’re trying to 
break through what we call ‘daily 
deal ADD.’ ”

Loyalty challenges aside, mobile 
will be the next battleground for 
the local deals segment, which BIA/
Kelsey projects to reach $2.1 billion 
to $6 billion by 2015. Groupon has 
taught us there are large pockets of 
both user and advertiser demand 
for deals. 

For advertisers, paying for 
new customers via margin share 
has in many cases replaced the 
comparatively opaque traditional 
ad buy. BIA/Kelsey data show ROI 
simplicity rated highest among 
SMB advertising objectives. Groupon and its many 
clones have delivered that.

Now, by bringing mobile into the picture, perceived 
ROI is solidified even further when immediate 
gratification shortens (and thus solidifies) that 
feedback loop. Meanwhile, other developments — 
such as mobile payments (discussed below) — will 
further close that loop. 

What Have You Done for Me Lately?
In gearing up for BIA/Kelsey’s Deals 3D conference 
( July 18-19 in San Francisco), we’ve kept a close watch 
on the recent announcements in mobile deals. 

This includes many of the companies mentioned 
above and a few additional ones. Most have been 
confirmed as speakers for the show. What follow are 
a few summaries of those announcements and what 
they mean for the evolving mobile deals space. 

Yelp 
Late last month Yelp joined the 
ranks of mobile deal providers by 
launching Yelp Deals for iPhone 
and Android.

Yelp previously had Special 
Offers and Check-In offers for 
mobile, as well as daily deals 
distributed online and via email 
(like Groupon). The difference 
in the latest launch is daily deals 
distributed to, and searchable by, 
its mobile apps.

This will take form in an app 
update and a deals icon that takes 
users to a list of nearby deals. Like 
Groupon (Now), Scvngr (LevelUp) 
and others in mobile deals, this 
will develop into different SMB 
categories that are more conducive 
to “instant deals.”

Luckily for Yelp, these are the 
very businesses in its sweet spot (restaurants, bars, movie 
theaters). Yelp is also positioned well with sales assets 
— one of the least sexy but most important aspects of 
deals models (about half Groupon’s 8,000 employees 
are in sales).

But it will still be a challenge to build the critical deal 
mass that makes it a comprehensive offering. This comes 
down to a scalability challenge that is exacerbated by 
spreading volume over thousands of locales. 

Yelp initially launched mobile deals in 12 U.S. cities 
to ease this challenge. Moreover, its sales resources 
and existing merchant relationships (not to mention 
4.5 million mobile users) put it in a better position to 
succeed than many companies entering the deal space. 

The Yelp app (and this new update) is free for both 
iPhone and Android. We’ll take a deeper look at next 
week’s Deals 3D conference in an on-stage interview 
with Yelp’s consumer product lead, Eric Singley.

Yelp Deals for iPhone
SOURCE: YELP (2011)
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Loopt
Like Yelp, Loopt has a longstanding 
presence in mobile local media, which 
it boosted with a deals product last 
month in partnership with deals 
provider ChompOn. 

Known as u-Deals, it can be 
thought of as reverse group buying 
that crowd sources deal interest from 
Loopt’s user base. Once deals reach a 
critical mass, Loopt presents the offer 
to merchants. 

This allows any user to suggest a deal 
he or she wants and then spread the 
deal “proposal” virally among friends 
and nearby users. Deals that merchants 
accept are then activated for users who 
signed up for them. 

As the deals space continues to 
develop, so do the various structures, 
formats and economics related to 
its product models. In Loopt’s case, this has a certain 
appeal in its ready-made aggregated user demand, which 
mitigates merchant risk.

As argued above, a big part of deals’ second act will 
be to alleviate some of the challenges faced during Act 
I. One of those is the cost of reaching and satisfying 
merchants (e.g., Groupon’s approximately 4,000 sales 
representatives). 

Along these lines, u-Deals limits the need for sales reps 
by consolidating existing deal demand. This happens in 
a crowd-sourced fashion while the aggregated demand 
sweetens the deal for the average merchant. This is 
hoped to lessen need for a sales push. 

While it’s essentially a check ready to be written 
with the only merchant requirement being to fulfill 
the offer, challenges could include originating deal 
terms from users rather than merchants. This could 
result in terms that aren’t as attractive to merchants, 
such as deep discounts that compress margin and 

reduce advertiser ROI. Such deep 
discounting has been one criticism 
of Groupon’s sustainability.

Another challenge will be one of 
self selection. Deals that rise to the 
top of Loopt user demand will likely 
be the businesses that have the least 
need to offer deep discounts. To be 
fair, this is a challenge common to all 
group buying. 

Regardless of speculation about 
this model, it has worked well so 
far. Its first deal — $35 for a $100 
Virgin America flight voucher 
— sold out in 48 minutes. Future 
deals could be less attractive, but 
it’s a good start and proof point for 
Loopt’s consumer reach. 

We’ll take a deeper look at the 
Deals 3D conference in an on-stage 
interview and demo from Brian 

Knapp, Loopt vice president of business operations 
and chief administrative officer. 

Shopkick
Soon after launching v2.0 of its mobile app, Shopkick 
got a little more local last month by extending its 
mobile in-store rewards program to 1,000 SMBs in 
10 U.S. cities.

Known mostly for working with big-box chains 
like Target, Best Buy and Macy’s, Shopkick installs 
in-store hardware that automatically checks users in 
and offers rewards. This works using the Shopkick 
app and the Shopkick “Signal” installed in these 
participating retailers. 

The Signal is an inaudible sound emitted from a 
patent-pending device that verifies users are in the 
store and awards them with “kick bucks,” which, 
through the app, are redeemable for in-store deals 
and other rewards.

Loopt u-Deals 
SOURCE: LOOPT (2011)
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Sponsored by Citi, the program will now extend to 
smaller merchants and include the in-store signal boxes, 
which make it easier for users to get checked in and 
rewarded for just walking in the door.

Of course users still have to download the Shopkick 
app (free for iPhone and Android), but the company 
makes it a lot easier to discover deals by shedding the 
requirement to open the app and actively check in.

The concept of a more passive check-in is gaining 
steam, and check-in leader Foursquare has talked to us 
about having begun to take steps in this direction. This 
involves using some of the sensors in smartphones to 
detect user activity and location.

For Shopkick, its latest move is about extending this 
automatic check-in proposition down market to the 
larger but more fragmented SMB marketplace. It will 
only reach 1,000 stores at the onset, but this will likely 

grow as a function of the program’s success.
It will offer the service for free to the first 1,000 

stores to apply in Austin, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los 
Angeles, New Orleans, New York, San Francisco, Seattle 
and Washington, D.C. About 100 small businesses have 
already trialed it.

Shopkick is currently available in the 2,500 retail 
and 160 mall locations that make up its Retail Partner 
Network. This adds up to more than 3 million store 
locations and it reaches 2 million active users.

We’ll take a deeper look at Deals 3D in an on-stage 
interview with Evan Tana, Shopkick vice president of 
product management. 

Foursquare
Founder Dennis Crowley told BIA/Kelsey in May that 
Foursquare had signed up 300,000 businesses, and the 

service announced last week that it 
had reached the half-million mark. 

To be clear, Foursquare is not yet 
monetizing these businesses. It lets 
them sign up for free and manage 
the various check-in deals and 
specials mentioned above. But this 
shows a great deal of momentum in 
merchant growth and bodes well 
for eventual monetization, as the 
biggest barrier to entry for SMBs 
is self provisioning. Foursquare will 
also work more with local resellers, 
General Manager Evan Cohen told 
BIA/Kelsey at ILM East in March.

Currently, the service is “evenly 
divided” between SMBs and larger 
chains that are geographically 
distributed, Cohen said. Check-in 
deals and LBS promotions aside, it 
has also done lots of brand advertising 
such as sponsored badges.

Shopkick Mobile Deals
SOURCE: SHOPKICK (2011)
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The company most recently announced it will 
extend its trial partnership with American Express 
nationwide. The partnership, originally trialed at the 
South by Southwest conference in Austin, Texas, in 
March, enables Foursquare users with American Express 
accounts to tie the two together and then redeem deals 
by checking in at local establishments that offer specials. 

The check-ins are registered with American Express, and 
deals are applied automatically when a transaction is 
made. The American Express cardholder pays full price 
for an item, and then a designated amount (advertised 
in the deal terms) is applied back to the cardholder’s 
credit card balance.

After a check-in, users can hit a “Load to Card” button 
to activate an advertised special. Then after payment, 
an instant notification is pushed from Foursquare 
indicating the account has been credited. The credit 
shows up in a user’s account in a few days.

This automatic redemption will be a model we see 
many providers develop as it has advantages in happening 
“in the background.” That goes for users as well as 
advertisers, which can more easily track performance 
through Foursquare’s analytics engine. 

American Express Vice Chairman Edward Gilligan told 
The New York Times that trials of the program brought 
“higher response rate[s] than anything else we’re doing.”

At the onset, the national retailers participating in 
the program include Sports Authority and H&M. This 
number will grow and also move down market to smaller 
retailers, as well as other credit card companies.

Sports Authority, for example, will offer $20 for 
those who spend $50, and H&M is offering $10 to 
those who spend $75. Deals have also been spotted at a 
few restaurants in New York, such as Union Square Cafe 
and Blue Smoke.

Foursquare isn’t yet monetizing these purchases, but 
we believe it will build to this point by establishing itself 
as a valuable source of mobile deals, with additional 
exposure from working with American Express. 

We’ll take a deeper look at Deals 3D in an on-stage 
interview with Tristan Walker, Foursquare director of 
business development.

Final Thoughts: Google and Payments 
Close Loop
In addition to mobile and deals, a third variable, 
payments, will further close the loop with finished 

Special Partnership:  
Foursquare and Amex

SOURCE: SHOPKICK (2011)
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transactions that can be tracked to the original deal. This 
presents a clearer ROI picture, as seen in Foursquare’s 
partnership with American Express. 

A bigger example is what Google has done with its 
Wallet and Offers products, launched within a week of 
each other. Offers will be a Groupon-like product that 
benefits from Google’s massive distribution through 
search, Gmail and many other products. 

Wallet will meanwhile reduce friction in the collection 
and redemption of deals by having them automatically 
tied to transactions. Like many of the products in this 
report that seek to alleviate challenges seen in online 
group buying, this eliminates the need for printouts. 

After finding deals through search and other 
means, users will be able to seek out or discover deals 

and then “save to mobile.” From there, they can carry 
around a personalized library of deals that are applied 
automatically at the point of sale. 

Reducing friction in this manner will spur adoption 
among users and — equally important — among 
advertisers. The latter will be a function of clearer and 
more automatically tracked ROI, as redemption and 
manual recording challenge most SMBs. 

In addition, there are adoption challenges in the 
near field communication technology on which 
Google Wallet is based. (NFC, for those unfamiliar, 
transmits a short range, high-frequency signal to 
communicate with other devices. This can be applied 
to things like peer-to-peer communications, but the 
biggest opportunity will be offline payments.) Google 

Google Offers + Wallet: A Big Deal
SOURCE: GOOGLE (2011)
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is investing in the implementation, including NFC 
chips in smartphones and point-of-sale hardware for a 
growing list of retail partners.

Google Wallet currently syncs with MasterCard 
and is compatible with 311,000 existing PayPass 
terminals. Meanwhile, Google claims 50 percent 
of smartphones will have built-in NFC by 2014 — 
about 150 million phones. 

It will all be open for more credit card, device, retail 
and other partners that will constitute an ecosystem. It’s 
only a matter of time before the hardware/compatibility 
issues are alleviated. 

Google is making these investments to boost its core 
search business, which accounts for 97 percent of a $30 
billion revenue stream. Closing the loop from search to 
conversion gives it an advertiser value proposition that’s 

always been missing. It’s the holy grail of search. 
This report isn’t about search, but the lesson learned 

from Google is a good one. Deals have tapped into 
merchant desire for clear customer acquisition. Mobile 
brings an additional set of advantages and a foundation 
on which to iterate deal models.

Finally, transactions tied to those deals can make a 
more frictionless experience for users and advertisers, 
the latter being a function of ROI clarity. The benefit 
to local media and content providers is buried in that 
last point. 

The salability and value proposition of local media 
becomes much clearer with the combination of deals, 
mobile and payments. Anyone who sits within the local 
media value chain should be watching the collision of 
these three factors very carefully. MLM


